
Animation give life to, sequence of images → show dynamics 
Conventional Animation draw on cells, cells overlaid or stop motion 
CA Workflow Story→Art→Modeling→Shadingor(Layout → Animation)→Lighting→Camera 
Coordinate Spaces Object → World → Eye (lines from observer) → image → Screen  
Transformation SRT, multiple application will result in accumulating error 
Orthonormalization rigid transformation = orthonormal rows/columns 
Gram-Schmidt algorithm to orthonormalize 
Interpolating Transformations translation linear; Rotation → decompose (x*y*z*p for euler) 
Gimbal Lock multiple application of rotations axis are no longer orthogonal 
Quaternions Rotation = angle + vector, very efficient 
Continuity (Curves) C0 = continuous, C1 = derivative continuous, C2 = 2nd order der. cont. 
Move Point along curve evenly sampled != equally distant sampling points 
Arc Length Parametrization via integral, forward differencing (small steps, approximate arc 
length by euclidean distance), Adaptive Approach (triangle between points if large more 
samples needed) avoid artifacts by first non-adaptive then adaptive 
Gaussian Quadrature instead of linear, approximate with a polynom of higher order 
Find point on curve use approximation (i.e. Newton-Raphson) 
Speed Control not always linear wanted; ease-in/-out function; area under curve = distance 
Interpolation of Orientations component-wise quaternions / use spherical interpolation 
Bezier Interpolation can be adapted for orientation interpolation; create control points 
Frenet Frame tangent, curvature + cross-product defined by a curve position 
Polynomial Smoothing remove noise from function (linear, quadratic, cubic) 
Determine path along a surface intersect with plane; interpolate parametric; along edges 
Parametric Curve Interpolation linear interpolate control points (moving point constraint) 
Deforming by pulling influence to other vertices via distance function (attenuation coeff) 
Embedding Space Deformation (Grid) embed object in local grid, deform according to grid 
points (u,v), points stay in cell 
Embedding Space Deformation (Polyline) points on polyline change vertex 
Free-Form Deformation 3D grid, points moved wrt. weighted grid point position 
Global Deformation transformation matrix wrt. point position, applied pointwise 
Shape Interpolation Volume-based (blend volumes into each other → distance transform) 
Surface based approach (correspondence problem, shoot rays from center and interpolate 
hit points, or slice-based approach) 
Shape Interpolation take center, pin extreme points to sphere, align mesh to sphere; merge 
topologies from start and goal surface; create superset (using intersections) and project back 
onto original shapes; 
Recursive subdivision divide mesh in front and back; end up with polylines; intersections 
must match, otherwise add new vertices; subdivide parts of mesh further until all only 
triangles persist; 
Morphing of 2D Images create curvilinear grid; create intermediate grid (catmull rom 
splines), separate morphing along x and y direction; for x: create grid from y coordinates 
from intermediate; create along line pixels; 
Feature Approach find lines, morph along these lines; pixels influenced by weighted lines 
Rigging / Skinning Add skeleton, each vertex influenced by skeleton 
Hierarchical Modelling parent child relationship, parent transformation influence child; 
Degree of Freedom number of independent parameters; i.e. planet rotation speed 



Forward Kinematics go from root and apply transformations; DOF values known; end 
effector e wanted; 
Inverse Kinematics e known, DOF values wanted; single, multiple, no solution; 
Solve IK analytical (cosine rule), numerical (jacobian matrix of derivatives good linear 
approximation); Use inverse Jacobian to find solution; can use pseudoinverse; or use 
transposed; Or cyclic coordinate descent; 
Motion Capture keyframe is tedious, capture movement of people/animals 
Markers Passive (reflective material), Active (emit light), Electromagnetic, Markerless 
(feature extraction) → Capture Video, Process, Extract Markers, 3D Reconstruction, Assign 
3D Marker to skeleton, retargeting 
Errors markers not exactly on joints, numerical errors, etc.  
Physically based Animation forces, mass, acceleration, velocity, position 
Springs force scales linear with distance from resting state (also modeling of angles) 
Damping forces act against spring force, stop infinite oscillation 
Mass-Spring-Damper System applicable to meshes (edge = spring), apply force to vertex 
→ systems swings until damped into resting state 
Particle System large amount, behavioral rule set, emergent element, attributes (position...) 
Rigid Body Simulation entire object instead of points; additional properties (inertia, angular 
velocity, etc.) → compute accelerations then update state of rigid bodies 
Euler Integration simple one, use derivative to get next steep, sufficient result, fast 
Momentum collision between objects in isolate system; total movement same after coll. 
Center of Mass center of sup-parts of an object have mass→weighted sum of 
masses=mass 
Rotational Movement and Centrifugal Force if force does not hit center of mass, rotational 
movement is induced; 
Inertia resistance of an object to change angular moment, related to mass 
Linear - Rotational Position-Rotation,Velocity,Acceleration,Mass,Force-Torque,Momentum 
Object State vector of properties (position, orientation, …), attributes (inertia, mass) 
Collision Detection AABB, OABB, testing vertices, edge-face tests 
Collision with Kinematic Response surface equation to check if point is on plane, reflect 
particle (split component and flip the orthogonal one) 
Penalty Method (Springs) spring with resting length 0 on surface makes reflection force 
Impulse Force of Collision binary search when points touched; if velocity = 0 → object rest 
on another; else compute force how objects repulse 
Contact and Friction force decomposed into components (normal and perpendicular to 
object) → friction (static/kinetic) 
Linked Hierarchies objects linked together; if one displaced → constraints move other 
objects too; Featherstone equations to compute positions 
Cloth Kinematic points constrained on curve; position in convex hull → relaxation 
Cloth - Mass-Spring-System stretching force and energy; bending force (angle between 
two faces) → find minimum energy for the system 
Constraints Restrict DOF, hard constraint → need to satisfy all; soft: model as forces → find 
minimum energy 
Superficial Model for Water change in shape/topology; model specific water (still, waves); 
simple approach: just render sine function into texture or heightmap depend on time/origin 
Ocean Waves more parameters propagation/orbital speed etc. Q > C → wave breaks; 



Airy Model of Waves → consider depth; wave tends to straighten out, closer sections slow; 
Modelling Ocean Waves surface as height field, sum of various waveforms; 
Animating Clouds particle system, implicit functions, proxy geometry (ellipsoids) textured; 
Surface-based Modeling sum of overlapping ellipsoids; texture = sum of sin functions; 
Modelling implicit density functions each particle density distribution; microstructure by 
procedural noise; animate with simplified particle physics 
Grid-based Model for Fire fire particle on bottom with high intensity → advect upwards / 
smooth 
Computational Fluid Dynamics grid-based: attributes stored in grid; density updated by in 
and outflow; particle-based: properties stored inside particles; hybrid method: particles 
passed among cell; density of particle is stored in a grid; 
CFD Equations Navier-Stokes (preserves mass, momentum, energy), Euler (nonviscous, 
energy preservation ignored) 
Grid-based approach discretize fluid on a grid of cells; approximate with equations; 
Smooth Particle hydrodynamics particle carry density with them; model with kernels; 
Behavioral Animation → realistic behaviour, character should appear autonomous → 
cognitive model (individuum) and aggregate behaviour (group) 
Cognitive Model senses (seeing), react to surrounding; decisions via tree / rule-based 
Aggregate Behaviour Particles (1000+) physics!, flock (10-100) limited physics + 
intelligence, crowd (< 100) little physics much intelligence 
Crowd interaction is N2 use buckets to limit interaction 
Flocking local flock centering force (veer to neighbours); velocity matching + collision 
avoidance; Knowledge about environment; reasoning and reaction (negotiate between 
demands and situation) 
Perception Rules awareness of 3 neighbours + what's in front; influenced by object based 
on distance, migratory urge but no global objective; 
Navigation Module → Pilot Module → Flight Module 
Collision Avoidance repelling force; find closest point in silhouette (bounding sphere); 
shoot rays (circular/spiral) find closest point to fit 
Modelling Vision binary image from field of view; create distance field from objects; 
Prey/Predator Behavior attraction and propulsion, unbalanced abilities; force-field vs. 
predictive reasoning 
Knowledge of the environment omniscient, based on vision/touch; memory 
Modelling intelligent behaviour AI, ML, layered scripts; borrow psychology; MoCap; 
Autonomous Behaviour only few actors, balance competing urges; external state 
(environment) vs. internal state (intentions, urges) 
Knowledge of environment + internal state → reasoning unit (what) → planner (how) → 
movement coordinator (motor activities) → DOF manipulator 
Keep behaviour under control (limit actions) 
Expressions and Gestures consider mouth, brows, eyes (textinput → animation) 
Individuality psychological models (time-invariant traits) 
Crowds animation of large number of individuals; visual + simulation realism; collision 
avoidance and crowd membership depending on density; 
Internal Structure (of crowds) dynamic, emergent behaviour in parallel; 
Crowd Control Rules, Forces, Flow / Fields 



Managing N2 Complexity optimisation: grid based, binary space partition, voronoi; update 
them all the time; 
Appearance variations in appearance/psychology; impostor rendering / statistical modeling 
Animating Humans hard because easy to spot odd behaviour; complicated (100+DOF), not 
easily described with equations; 
Structure Acquisition modeling (blender), scanning (CT) 
Representation Boundary (mesh), Implicit surface (metaballs), subdivision surfaces, 
volumetric representation; Hierarchical arrangement (body parts connected) 
Layered Approach Bone Muscle Skin, Vertex associated with bone; 
Muscles approximated by ellipsoids; 
Rigging setup interactive control for specific animations (hand waving), coordinate DOFs 
IK for Animating Pose simple: per DOF R1 computeable; specify joint point and end 
effector with plane; 
Reaching around obstacles world → potential field; objects = high potential; find positions 
with low potential; 
Walking / Running cyclic motion, dynamically stable but not statically stable; multiple steps; 
Pelvis moves in curves, not straight; kinematics of walk define pelvic movement; Movement 
needs fine tuning; 
Clothing and Hair simple helmet approach / tight fitting clothes; otherwise consider 
collisions; hair: interpolate key hairs; or all hairs individual (100000+) 
Facial Animation difficult because well-defined structure, subtle expressions; good facial 
model is prerequisite; rigid components: eyes, mouth/jaw; decompose face in FACS i.e wink, 
brow raiser; parametrise with AUs is practical; no animation; 
Facial Models sphere with texture as face; complex: pivot jaw, rotate spheres for eyes;  
Representation: polygonal, parametric patch models 
Model Creation refine coarse model with subdivision; design surface from highres areas; 
more control points for mouth / nose;  
Face Capture laser scanning / draw mesh on face; reconstruct the point movement; 
MPEG-4 Facial Coding support for video conferencing, parametrized face; 
Conformational Parameters distance between eyes, size of nose 
Expressional Parameters upper lip position etc. 
Blend Shapes sets of facial expressions; pairwise interpolation; 
Muscle Models skin passive, muscle active, bone rigid; 
Soft tissue behaviour model with spring model change controlpoint influences others; 
Subdivision Surfaces (Catmull clark) smoothing technique; quads + triangles 
Loop smoothing, triangles only 
Plants = fractals (self similar); combine multiple fractals; 
IFS iterative function system, start with a point, random transformation (with probabilities) 
L-System rewriting system production rules and strings; replace letter with geometry; 
Bracketed L-System use stack; makes L-System recursive 
Non-deterministic L-System use probabilities 
Animate IFS/Lsystems show topological changes, elongation or both 
Plants with subdivision Surfaces L-System with blocks + subdivision 
Implicit Surfaces function with f(position)=0;  
Distance Function f(position)=d=shortest path to shape; 



Metaballs objects blend together if close; point in middle with “influence” function; if 
influence radius overlaps combine two metaballs (render sum of density function) 
Screen-Space Metaballs render spheres, blur, use deferred shading; 
Render Implicit Functions use ray marching; small steps until surface is hit; use distance 
function to determine step size 
Blend/Interpolate implicit functions 
Collision detections use distance function 


